
Cenocco Beauty Rechargeable Anti Callus Foot Care

Cenocco Beauty CC-9019: Rechargeable Anti Callus Foot Care

Manufacturer: Cenocco Beauty
Reference:CC-9019

Description:
Cenocco Beauty CC-9019: Rechargeable Anti Callus Foot Care

 

Want to get rid of those nasty calluses, dry spots, and cracks the easy way? Looking to quickly and easily get your feet
looking clean, healthy, and attractive without spending a fortune?

Invest in this to love your feet, not be embarrassed by them. With the amount you'll save in pedicures, this will literally pay
for itself. Plus, keeping your feet healthy is worth far more than the price you're paying. If you've tried other products or
solutions but weren't happy, you need to try this! This callus remover is an innovative device created to remove dry skin and
hard calluses without grating. It works faster and is safer than metal scrapers, without the risk of bleeding and injury to the
skin. It is easier to use than other methods that require constant friction to achieve the result. It runs on batteries and its
design allows to keep feet in a comfortable position as it polishes away your calluses easily.

 

Features:



This detachable roller is made of high-quality mineral materials that will last longer than any other electric foot scrubber. It
is more practical. This electric foot file is a cutting-edge portable pedicure tool that safely removes hard, dry, dead skin,
cracked, and calloused skin from the soles of your feet. This electric callus remover includes a battery. This foot pedicure
tool has dual speeds of forceful and gentle controls to buff away hard skin from the feet quickly, easily, and effectively. Turn
on the switch gently, and then gently place it on the skin to buff the hard skin away for a moment. Our callus remover for
feet can make the skin on your feet smoother, sexier, and more elegant than before. Because of its ergonomic and portable
design, you can take it with you anywhere. This is also waterproof for both wet and dry use, as well as easier to clean and
more comfortable. It can smooth your feet 360 degrees in seconds. It is easier to use, has larger rollers, is not cheaply made,
and is superior to manual foot files, foot buffers, scrappers, and scrubbers.

Specifications:

Brandname: Cenocco Beauty Color: White and Blue Measurement: 22cm x 28cm x 7cm Material: ABS Plastic Battery
operated: Uses with 2xAA Battery

EAN : 1644812004031

ISBN : 8509809000

Weight : 0.30 Kg

Volume : 0.00431 m3

(L x l x H) : 22.00 cm x 28.00 cm x 7.00 cm

Box 32  units

Pallet 640  (Units)

Box dimensions 57 x 34 x 45
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